Abstract: The extent to which a model of the acoustic consequences of overlapping gestures accounted for speaking rate.
INTRODUCTION
Research su~ests that articulator deficits in motor speech disorders (MSDS) can be explained within the framework of coproduction (1) (2) (3) (4) . If a speech production theory for MSDS is to derive from a theory for healthy talkers, however, it is important to evaluate the extent to which factors influencing gesture overlap for healthy talkers influence overlapping gestures for disordered speakers. This study explored the effect of speaking rate on gesture overlap, as inferred from measures of F2 onset frequency, for speakers with idiopathic Parkinson's Disease (PD) and healthy speakers. Rate effects were studied because the relationship between faster (or slower) rates and more (or less) gesture overlap has been documented for healthy talkers. Speakers with PD were studied because temporal and spatial articulator movements are dissociated in PD. It is therefore plausible that speaking rate change may not affect gesture overlap similarly for healthy talkers and speakers with PD.
METHODS
Five males with mild to moderate idiopathic PD and five healthy males ofa similar age participated. Spe&er codes OAM 1-OAM5 refer to healthy controls and codes PDM 1-PDM5 refer to disordered speakers. All speakers produced the words guvs. dice, and& in the phrase "Say _ again." Phrases were produced in a graded speaking rate task to elicit a continuum of speaking rate variation from very fast to very slow. Gesture overlap at the interface of the wordinitial consonantal and vocalic gestures was the focus of study. Figure I shows a model of the acoustic consequences of overlapping gestures at a CV interface. Two repetitions of the word k produced at relatively slower and faster speaking rates are shown. The amount of overlap between the consonantal gesture for /W (schematized by the box or consonant closure interval) and the vocalic gesture for /ad (schematized by the F2 trajectories), is quantified by F2 onset frequency. Figure 1 predicts that longer vowel durations (slower speaking rates) are associated with higher F2 onset frequencies for trajectories with a fall-rise pa~em like dT hat is, F2 onset frequency for the slower repetition is closer to the preceding theoretical consonant locus for /&, because articulator movement toward /d is initiated relatively later during the consonant closure interval. A positive relationship for F2 onset frequency and vowel duration therefore is predicted. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pearson Product Moment Correlation (PPMC) coefficients for F2 onset frequency and vowel duration are reported in Table 1 . The strength of the relationship was highly variable across speakers and words. In addition, although Figure  1 predicts a positive relationship beween F2 onset frequency and vowei duration for all of the target words studied, the relationship was negative for some cells in Table 1 . The effect of partialling out the influence of F2 Target frequency from the F2 onset frequency-vowel duration relationship is reported in Table I in the columns labeled "Partial." The general effect of partialling F2 Target frequency was for coefficients to become less negative or more positive compared to the PPMC. That is, the effect ofpartialling F2 Target frequency was for functions to change in the direction predicted by Figure 1 . For example the PPMC Dice coeticient for PDMI was -.5 17; partialling out F2 Target frequency yielded a coefficient of .256. The results suggest that speaking rate does not differentially affect F2 onset frequency, and presumably gesture overlap, for healthy speakers and speakers with PD. Presumably, articulator deficits for the current speakers with PD had no bearing on speaking rate-induced variation in gesture overlap. The relatively weak correlation coefficients for all speakers may be attributable to several factors, It is possible that gesture overlap was not varying for all speakers and target words. Thus, speaking-rate induced variation in gesture overlap may not be ubiquitous. The partial correlation analysis further suggests that the effects of variables on F2 onset frequency must be taken into consideration, when using this measure as an acoustic index of overlapping gestures. Future work will explore potential differences in overlapping gestures for habitual rate repetitions of these speakers.
